At the end of the second millennium, mobility was a hot research topic. Physical mobility of devices was becoming commonplace with the availability of cheap wireless cards, the first attempts to transform phones into personal do-it-all devices were beginning to appear, and mobile ad hoc networks were attracting a huge interest from many research communities. Logical mobility of code was still going strong as a design option for distributed systems, with the Java language providing some of the ready-to-use building blocks. In 2000, when we put forth a research "roadmap" for software engineering for mobility, the challenges posed by this dynamic scenario were many.
INTRODUCTION
In the context of computer science and engineering, mobility is a term with many nuances. Mobility is often associated with mobile computing using untethered computation devices, e.g., equipped with wireless communication abilities and autonomous power supply. At the end of the second millennium, technological advancements enabled a surge of opportunities in this realm. Moreover, alongside this form of physical mobility of devices, there was great interest also in the logical mobility of software components, whose code and state could be relocated entirely or partially as a design alternative to the classic client-server paradigm.
In other words, mobility was an exciting research field still relatively unexplored, with potential implications for software engineering. As researchers working in the field, some of us were charged by the ICSE community with the arduous, yet inspiring, objective to identify the software engineering challenges concerning mobility. The result was a paper [1] published in 2000 as part of the well-known "Future of Software Engineering" book [2] .
In the paper, we deliberately took a broad notion of mobility, motivated by the desire to encompass both the aforementioned forms of mobility:
From a software engineering perspective, we view mobile computing to be the study of systems in which computational components may change location. A decade and half later, the conceptual and technological landscape for mobility has changed dramatically. Logical mobility is no longer a "hot topic": some of the design paradigms and implementation techniques are now taken for granted, others are relegated to historical interest, if not oblivion [3] . More importantly, the fastpaced world of computing and communication has reshaped itself a few times since our original paper, with implications on mobility. A critical re-evaluation of the challenges we identified in 2000 is therefore in order, along with a fresh look at the future that takes into account the conceptual and technological developments that appeared in the meantime.
The aforementioned considerations provide the roadmap for this paper, which indeed unfolds as a travelogue of sorts. In Section 2 we ideally rewind in time and place ourselves at the end of the second millennium. We first remind the reader with some anecdotal evidence of what "mobility" meant back then, from a technology standpoint, and follow with a concise summary of the considerations and challenges we 1 identified in [1] . At the end of the section, empowered by hindsight, we give a critical look at our own considerations, and comment on which of these still hold, which are irrelevant today, and which we missed. In Section 3, before the fast-forward to present day of Section 4, we analyze some of the disruptive, unexpected players-the "game changers"-that materialized in this decade and a half, and that determined the fate of some of our considerations, along with the groundwork for the present (and arguably future) state of affairs. The latter is dissected in Section 4, where we repeat the treacherous but stimulating exercise of eliciting the current macro-trends shaping the field of mobility at large, and of imagining the future ones and the challenges they bring to software engineering.
The mix of considerations over the past, present, and future that characterizes this paper is also the opportunity to ponder, in Section 5, whether the software engineering community still considers the topic of mobility important-or even just worth studying. Finally, Section 6 ends the paper with some brief concluding remarks.
REFLECTING ON THE PAST
In this section, we revisit critically the content of the original paper [1] we wrote in 2000. We begin by reminding ourselves and the readers what mobile computing meant back then, providing context for our following considerations. We then proceed by concisely summarizing the main challenges we identified in [1] , maintaining the same high-level distinction between theory and systems that we initiated in 2000. Finally, we fast-forward to the present day and discuss what happened to those challenges-have they been solved or are they still open? Were they really relevant or were there others that, in the end, mattered more? Answering these questions helps look at the present and future state of affairs in later sections.
Mobile Computing in A.D. 2000
Fourteen years is a long time in the fast-moving field of computer science and communication engineering. Some of our youngest readers may have only a vague idea of what mobile computing meant back then and take the current wealth of pocket-size computation and communication power for granted. The considerations we expressed in [1] must be placed in context to be appreciated.
Our intent is not to provide a complete, exhaustive account. Our original paper contains a more in-depth description, and plenty of "historical" material is available elsewhere to the interested reader. Instead, in the following we single out, almost in an anecdotal fashion and not without a bit of nostalgia, some elements that are paradigmatic of the change mobile computing went through over nearly two decades. State-of-the-art mobile device: PDA. When we wrote our paper, a distinct trend towards portable, affordable computing had already appeared. Laptops were increasingly cheap and powerful, although still typically weighing a few kilograms. However, a new form of personal computer had started to appear, targeting drastically smaller form factors: the Personal Digital Assistant (PDA).
PDAs were hardly a new concept. While they originally appeared as glorified organizers at the end of the 90's, the concept became popular again with the (in)famous Apple Newton, released in 1993, for which the term PDA was actually coined. It was only later, however, that the PDA finally exploded on the market, slowly evolving from the role of organizers to that of small computers with their own operating systems, either custom-designed like PalmOS or stripped-down versions of conventional ones, as in the case of WindowsCE. At some point, a whole continuum of devices appeared, connecting basic organizers to laptops through a plethora of devices ("palmtops" and "hand-helds") with different form factors and capabilities, such as computing power and screen real estate.
Initially, these devices were meant to be connected, at least sporadically, to a conventional computer, either through serial, USB, or infrared. Indeed, "synchronization" of user data was one of the main features available. As they were gaining power, however, these devices moved away from the organizer stereotype, and eventually gained also connectivity. In our paper we stated: Recently 3Com released the Palm VII personal digital assistant with built in wireless capabilities for accessing the Internet. While this may trigger a benevolent smile today, it was big news at the time. Despite the fact that connectivity was provided by a proprietary network, the Palm VII (Figure 1(a) ) proved actually quite successful and introduced other elements now commonplace in smartphones, such as location-based services, although based on inferred zipcodes rather than GPS. Yet another beast was the BlackBerry, introduced in 1999, an e-mail pager based on a proprietary network, a functionality that eventually proved key in securing a vast base of users, peaking at 79 million in 2012. What about smartphones? PDAs can be regarded as one of the ancestors of modern-day smartphones. The term "smartphone" did not exist at the time, however, the concept of merging the functionality of a PDA with the one of a phone appeared shortly after, with the notion of a "communicator." The latter was borrowed from arguably the most successful of these devices, the Nokia Communicator, introduced in 1996. The concept of these devices was somehow similar to present-day smartphones: a hybrid between the PDA and the cellular phone, essentially extending the computation abilities of the former with the ubiquitous connectivity provided by the latter. These devices, however, were a far cry from those most of us carry in our pockets today. The clamshell design of the Nokia Communicator 9110, introduced in 1998, had a size of 158×56×27 mm and a weight of 253 g, already a big leap forward w.r.t. the 397 g of the previous 9000 model. It was equipped with a 33 MHz, 486-like AMD processor and 8 MB of memory, of which only 2 MB were dedicated to user data. The "apps" were limited to the standard suite communication suite including email, SMS, fax (!), and a browser, along with productivity applications such as a notepad. WAP: The mobile Internet (on a tiny screen). At the time of writing the original paper, the vision of ubiquitous Internet access was beginning to appear, enabled by an increasing penetration of cellular phones. To many users, the Internet essentially meant the World Wide Web. In this context, the most promising technology at the time was the Wireless Access Protocol (WAP), which appeared in 1997 and specified an entire protocol suite, from low-level datagrams up to the application, in support of Web browsing.
WAP was motivated by the impossibility to render HTML pages directly on the cellular phones available at the time. Web sites had to be replicated and written in a different markup language, the Wireless Markup Language (WML), expressly designed for rendering on the small screens of cellphones common at the time. Cell-phones would download WML pages through a WAP proxy, sitting between the device and a common Web server.
WAP was accompanied by a lot of hype, which peaked at about the time of writing of [1] . However, the need to maintain separate Web content, along with the inherent limitations of the target platforms, impacted user experience and eventually led WAP to its current irrelevance. Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that, while WAP never really took off in Europe and the USA, it was very successful in Japan. WiFi on PCMCIA cards. WiFi (or, more precisely, Wi-Fi) was actually established as an independent standard organization, the Wi-Fi Alliance, only in 1999, shortly before we published our paper [1] . At the time, WiFi was still definitely an exotic technology, whose actual impact remained still vague to many, even among researchers. For instance, one of us recalls a conversation with a senior, experienced colleague-also an author of a different chapter in the "Future of Software Engineering" book-who argued how useless wireless access was going to be, given that Ethernet plugs had become pervasive.
An element providing grounds for this reaction was the fact that the WLAN cards (as they were commonly called) were large, typically provided through PCMCIA connections, often with external antennas and hardware so bulky it had to be physically attached to the back of laptop screens. No wonder the aforementioned "communicators" did not have WiFi connectivity. WLAN cards were also rather slow: before IEEE 802.11b, published in 1999 and promising 11 Mbit/s, WLAN cards supported transmission rates up to 2 Mbit/s. Mobile code and mobile agents were a "hot" topic. The examples put forth so far are all concerned with what we called physical mobility in [1] , i.e., the ability of portable devices, carried by mobile users, to communicate and therefore perform a distributed computation while on the move.
Nevertheless, in our paper we also considered logical mobility, where the code and/or state associated with a process are moved across hosts. This notion was then very popular and relied on a small number of design paradigms (code on demand, remote evaluation, and mobile agent) that gave rise to a plethora of systems, roughly divided into those supporting strong (i.e., code and execution state) or weak (i.e., only code) mobility [4] . In particular, the notion of a mobile agent captured the imagination of many, especially in its most radical form, where a complete process is able to migrate of its own volition across hosts and yet retain its execution state (e.g., program counter).
Many applications of logical mobility were envisioned at the time, and the notion of mobile agent gave rise to a surge of formal models of mobility. Mobile code and agents were expected to radically change the way distributed applications were built. The gap between this dream and the current state of affairs is analyzed elsewhere (e.g., in [3] ), and constitutes the basis for some of our considerations in the following.
What Were the Challenges
In our original paper, we outlined the open challenges with a classification into theory and systems, addressing models and algorithms in the former and applications and middleware in the latter. The intent was to focus on foundational research, then on research driven by application needs. Keeping in mind the state of mobile computing in 2000, as just summarized, we recap the challenges we saw, revisiting them in the next section to evaluate their evolution. Theory: Models. Models allow us to step back from the details of the topic at hand to address fundamental aspects, which further allows us to focus on the core challenges. Regarding models for mobility, three critical elements we identified are the unit of mobility, location and context.
The unit of mobility can be defined as the smallest component of the system that moves. In a physically mobile system, models typically identify devices along with their applications and state. Analogously, models for logical mobility consider different granularities of application code, from single variables, to classes or libraries, to entire applications. One popular instantiation of a logical mobility model is code on demand, where a stationary application is augmented by functionality downloaded on the fly. Alternately, a model of mobile agents more closely resembles a physically mobile system as the execution does not necessarily stop when a mobility action is taken. Further, by separating the system state from the executing unit, models allow new perspectives on the design of languages to support mobility and its reconfiguration opportunities.
Mobility requires a notion of location, whether this is a physical point in space or a logical execution environment. The movement of units through these spaces and the corresponding reconfigurations make mobile systems unique; representing location explicitly in models is critical. In some modeling infrastructures, the precise definition of a location, e.g., as a Cartesian coordinate, is not critical; instead the ability to proactively change location and/or react to location changes are critical. In other frameworks, the space itself is structured, e.g., hierarchically. The chosen shape gives rise to specific movement rules among the available locations, and coordination rules among units are often tied to the location. In any case, by explicitly addressing location, mobility models uniquely emphasize the challenges arising from location changes.
While location is important, the notion of context moves beyond it, addressing the whole environment in which computation is performed, e.g., including the presence or absence of other mobile units, access to information, or even the task at hand. It is possible for two mobile units to share a location but perceive different contexts. Similarly, two units can share a context but not a location. In general, context-aware computing arises from an ability to react in a timely manner to changes in the environment. Although all computation takes place in some context, it is the abrupt and unpredictable nature of context changes in mobile systems that makes them unique. Taking a coordination perspective, one should specify how the mobile unit interacts with its context separately from the behavior of the unit itself. Mobile coordination approaches range from implicit reconfiguration of the coordination space to automatic, transient sharing of data. Such transparent coordination mechanisms are amenable to open systems, one of the challenges we posited for mobile systems.
To confront the challenges of context, we put forth the need for models to incorporate naming schemes, discovery capabilities, and registries to cope with changes in the availability of other nodes in disconnected environments. Additionally, we suggested the need for context-aware security mechanisms to prevent unauthorized access and simplify allowed interactions, balancing the expressive power with security concerns. Theory: Algorithms. Next we shift from abstract models addressing mobility to the need for algorithms that generically solve recurring challenges such as location changes, frequent disconnections, resource variability, power limitations, communication constraints, and dynamic changes in the connectivity pattern. We supposed that some challenges such as power consumption would fade over time with newly developed technologies offering solutions. We also presumed that algorithms exploiting asymmetric communication would grow in importance due to the difference in reception and transmission powers.
Fundamentally, physical mobility requires a relationship with space; we presumed that algorithms addressing spatial problems would have a place. For example, in autonomous robotic systems, algorithms for systematic exploration of a space are important. Algorithms supporting spatial constraints such as coverage or traveled distance maximization/minimization were also needed.
Regarding algorithms supporting coordination, we outlined the need to support collective tasks among physically neighboring nodes. We emphasized the need for standard algorithms, such as checkpointing, event ordering, and leader election, to address disconnections among nodes, as would be the case without a support infrastructure. Without infrastructure, approaches would be required to meaningfully group the nodes according to logical or physical location, movement patterns, or the task at hand, with careful attention to expensive communication. Patterns exploiting these logical groups would be useful in fundamental algorithm development.
On the other hand, one strategy we foresaw was shifting computation and communication away from the mobile components and their wireless links and into the infrastructure, leveraging cheap and abundant communication and storage inside the wired network. Nevertheless, the need to support disconnection of the mobile units was key, and we foresaw standard techniques, such as randomized or epidemic algorithms, being adapted to help adapt to connectivity changes. Systems: Applications. In our 2000 paper, we also focused on the applications envisioned back then, with the belief that the most visible impact of software engineering research will be in the wide range of applications expected to emerge on the market At the time, continuous connectivity to the wired infrastructure simply did not exist, or came at too high a cost. Therefore, we foresaw a need for systems to address the needs of individual users and groups without infrastructure access. For the individual, access to resources, such as file systems, without relying on persistent communication was important. Caching and hoarding schemes offered one solution, but remote query execution also offered promise, as it limited the amount of data transmitted over expensive wireless links. Without the fixed network, we also foresaw groups of users with localized connectivity forming ad hoc communities. These groups, formed by students or conference attendees, could exchange business cards, session notes and schedules without any infrastructure support.
While this technological limitation implied one direction for applications, novel technologies opened new domains. For example, sensors combined with wireless communication could be used to measure the environment or, more generally, detect context changes. Combining GPS information with wireless communication offered opportunities such as long-lived collaboration among vehicles traveling in the same direction or data sharing among passing vehicles. Further, wireless kiosks, themselves attached to the fixed network, could exchange local information with passing cars, exploiting physical co-location and wireless capabilities.
Across these novel, mobile applications, we identified several cross-cutting issues. First, the degree of mobility awareness exposed to the user is key. In some applications the user is involved in decisions that affect functionality, e.g., specifying files to be cached. In others, the system transparently adapts to changing conditions, e.g., reducing video quality when changing networks or preventing access when the security domain changes. Further, applications are also shaped by mobile device capabilities as well as infrastructure access and support, which may limit interaction due to a small screen size or force only localized interactions when access points are not available. Systems: Middleware. Middleware offers support for application development with new mechanisms situated on top of the operating system. In our original paper, we distinguished between logical mobility middleware as a new tool supporting the related novel design paradigms, and physical mobility middleware as supporting a new set of application and system requirements.
Support for logical mobility in a middleware focuses on programming language extensions of an existing programming languages, most commonly Java, for mobility of code and state. At the time, code on demand through the dynamic loading of Java classes was already integrated and available in the mainstream. However, abstractions and supporting mechanisms for rebinding strategies and architectural styles had not been addressed.
As for physical mobility, we argued that: the challenge for mobile middleware is to devise mechanisms and constructs to allow detection of changes in location, to specify what belongs to the context of the computation, to relate changes in location to context modifications, and to determine how the computation itself is affected by changes in the context. These challenges required bridging the gap between low-level information such as battery level, communication quality, neighborhood, and location, and a more abstract application developer interface. Accomplishing this in a general way was a challenge we foresaw for context-aware middleware with service discovery and service support, e.g., with message delivery adapting to disconnections and changing locations.
At the time, we saw coordination as one concrete possibility to both bring together the worlds of logical and physical mobility and to serve as a concrete, formal foundation for the middleware supporting both types of systems. For example, tuple spaces can be remotely accessed by mobile and non-mobile units, offering a single, abstract access mechanism to system data, including context information. Alternately, the data contained in tuple spaces can represent code to be accessed or moved throughout a distributed system. To make such state-based abstractions practical in dynamic environments, additional elements were being considered, e.g., enabling reaction to changing state, and thus event-like interfaces.
What Happened to Them?
Now that we have reminded ourselves about what mobile computing meant at the end of the last millennium and the challenges we identified at the time, we are in the position to look back critically at our considerations.
We structure this section by revisiting what we stated in 2000, with the obvious advantage of hindsight. Hereafter, we provide a concise account by focusing first on the challenges and dimensions of mobility we believe are still relevant, then on those dimensions we overemphasized, and those we underemphasized or even missed. Table 1 provides a quick, at-a-glance summary of how the relevance of the macro-challenges we outlined in [1] and in Section 2.2 shifted over the years. What is still relevant? We believe the distinction between physical and logical mobility, along with their different roles-the former posing new requirements, the latter being essentially a design choice-brought some "order" in the research field at the time. The unified presentation of these concepts as characterized by unit of mobility, location, and context, is still valid, at least from a conceptual standpoint, although it did not generate the impactful modeling insights we advocated in the paper. On the other hand, Table 1 : Macro-challenges for mobility: now and then. Models ↓ Models of mobility, albeit intellectually stimulating, are today much less relevant than we expected. Algorithms = Algorithms are still fundamental, although the concern shifted greatly from the mechanics of mobility and disconnection towards directly supporting users and harvesting the data they generate and gather. Applications ↑ The number and breadth of applications exploded since 2000, and the trend is still going strong, effectively (re)defining the challenges for software engineering. Middleware = Middleware is still a key element of the picture, enabling rapid development, although the type of primitives required are shifting towards the user, similarly to algorithms.
the aforementioned central role of location and context is reflected in the system challenges we considered, applications and middleware, discussed next. Context modeling remains a key (and largely open) challenge for mobile systems today, though efforts continue to strike a balance between expressiveness and usefulness of such models [5, 6] .
As for applications, we were well-aware they were the driver for the users and the market, ultimately determining the success of mobility, as well as shaping the research challenges involved, to the point that we argued for a need to consider a style of research that is much more application centered than in the past. Today, this reasoning holds even more strongly, given that the application landscape is much richer and diverse than we could imagine back then; we further elaborate on this aspect in Section 4, where indeed we are faithful to our quotes above and outline research challenges along classes of applications. However, as already mentioned, in our original paper we also highlighted the importance of location as a first-class object, directly available to applications through the use of GPS devices. Still somewhat exotic (and utterly expensive) at the time, these devices are nowadays cheap and omnipresent and at the core of a new wave of applications relying on different uses of location, from geo-tagging to social networking. Another aspect we foresaw is the emergence of specialized computing devices enabling fine-grained sensing, which is today becoming more and more a reality, e.g., thanks to research in the fields of wireless sensor networks and, more generally, pervasive computing. In these realms, the aforementioned notion of context will gain increasing importance if the scenarios enabled by distributed sensing or, more generally, by the "Internet of Things" and "cyber-physical systems" materialize.
This last angle brings us to middleware, which is still a key challenge in enabling mobile applications. Today's mobile platforms provide rich libraries, but mostly focus on abstracting the device features, such as on-board sensors and access to the network. Properly managing distributed context, despite the conspicuous literature on the topic, is still central to mobile applications, for which ad hoc solutions are often employed and no prevailing approach has appeared. In part, this is also a consequence of the dominating invocation-based paradigm, originally incarnated by RPC and distributed objects and today revamped by service-oriented architectures, whose tight coupling is intrinsically at odds with the fluid, dynamically-changing context enabled by mobility. In this sense, our original emphasis on coordination as the "glue" among mobile components still stands as a challenge:
If much of the research on concurrency looked at components (i.e., processes) from inside out, coordination seeks to view components (i.e., mobile units) from outside in. Interestingly, while it is true that this view is somewhat marginal in the mainstream, which is dominated by the invocation-based approaches inherited by distributed computing, the importance of coordination has grown in other fields related to mobility, such as pervasive computing and wireless sensor networks. For instance, in the latter field, many programming approaches rely on some form of data sharing as the primary means of communication [7] . The TeenyLIME [8] system developed by some of the authors, a tuple space middleware inspired by LIME [9] , has been used successfully in real-world wireless sensor network deployments [10, 11] where it provided not only a significant reduction in the development effort, but also in the dimension of the resulting binary code-a very desirable property for these resource-constrained applications.
On the other hand, we did overemphasize the role of algorithms for coordination (e.g., supporting leader election, transactions, and the like) of mobile entities, along with other issues we discuss next. In our paper, we saw algorithms as a necessary element enabling the coordination mechanisms we envisioned mobile applications to be built on. Since coordination has still a relatively marginal role, their algorithms are not as central as we speculated. However, this is not to say that algorithms at large lost importance: on the contrary, they are becoming key, but above and below the "system waist" represented by middleware. Below it, algorithms for optimizing low-level system concerns (e.g., power consumption), possibly in concert with the application goals, are more and more important, as we further elaborate later in this section. Above it, algorithms for automatically mining and exploiting the wealth of "big data" harvested by mobile users are rapidly becoming one of the most exciting challenges of future computing, as discussed in Section 4. What did we overemphasize? Looking back at the focus of the research community at that time, mirrored in our paper, it is evident that the emphasis we placed on models has not been matched by a corresponding impact. Formal models of mobility were definitely a popular topic when we wrote our paper, and there was a lot of expectation about their contribution to elucidating the underpinnings of mobility and consequently guiding the design of the corresponding systems. As we already mentioned, not all of these efforts are in vain, and some challenges (e.g., proper modeling of context) are still standing. Nevertheless, one reason why models did not have an impact is that they were detached from reality and practical use. For instance, the vast majority of models (e.g., Mobile ambients [12] and other derivatives of π-calculus) assumed the process or thread as the unit of mobility. This admittedly rather natural modeling decision leads to nice and elegant theories. However, on one hand it does not directly model the independent relocation of code and state, e.g., typical of the (successful) code on demand paradigm. On the other hand, these theories assumed movement in a logical space, ruling out the gory complexity stemming from fluid topology of wireless communications, and therefore precluding a direct application to physical mobility. Therefore, in practice these theories were useful only to model mobile agents; since this paradigm is today relegated to irrelevance, so are the corresponding models.
The last statement also brings us to comment about logical mobility, which was also a very active topic at the time, especially concerning mobile agents. In 2000, the census in the Mobile Agent List, maintained by Fritz Hohl at the University of Stüttgart, contained 72 systems. As noted elsewhere [3] , if one assumes 1994-when Telescript [13] , the first mobile agent, and Java appeared-as the birth year for mobile agents, this means that these systems were produced at the rate of one per month! Interestingly, the vast majority of the implementations relied on Java, which natively supports only a very constrained incarnation of mobile agents, supporting weak mobility, and therefore only very few systems were a real advance to the state of the art. As a result, the relative ease with which mobile agents could be implemented, combined with the aforementioned popularity and slant of mobility models, fueled each other and ultimately spiraled both into oblivion.
While it is true that logical mobility is no longer a hot topic, this does not necessarily mean that it is irrelevant. On the contrary, the code on demand design paradigm is very much alive, to the point that it is such a consolidated reality that it no longer deserves a place at the forefront of research. A great deal of today's dynamic Web content technology revolves around this paradigm, enabling dynamic loading and extension of applications. Mainstream middleware has support for some form of code on demand, e.g., the class loading mechanism in Java (e.g., in RMI and OSGi) and assembly loading in .NET. Therefore, in a sense, we overemphasized mobile agents because we did not predict their demise, and code on demand because we did not predict its success.
Finally, despite our emphasis on applications, those we envisioned were obviously constrained by the dominating scenarios at the time, which are not necessarily those that emerged. For instance, we put a great deal of emphasis on mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), a very popular topic of research at the time. This radical form of mobility was particularly intriguing due to the uncompromising role of decentralization. This vision also implied a key role for managing disconnection-a fact of life in the fluid and dynamic topologies defined by these networks. For better or worse, the world evolved in a different direction, as we further elaborate upon in Section 3. Ubiquitous (and cheap) connectivity is now a reality, which relegates MANETs to the niche where they were originally conceived, i.e., military applications and disaster recovery. Similarly, without the continuously changing context of MANETs, the complexity of dealing with disconnection is nowadays reduced to the problem of "synchronizing" data with some server "in the cloud", accessible while on the move. What did we underemphasize? On the other hand, there are a number of issues that we overlooked in our paper, and that probably we could have already anticipated at the time. In hindsight, some aspects of mobile computing should have been included in our original vision in 2000; we discuss those here before Section 3 discusses the more radical and largely surprising "game changers" that have occurred since.
One aspect we barely touched is the one of security. In relation to logical mobility, mobile code poses an intrinsic security concern. However, the degree of complexity security introduces varies greatly among the various design paradigms, and ultimately determined their fate [3] . At one extreme, the challenges posed by code on demand could be solved by and large by existing, well-known techniques, such as certificate-based schemes and sandboxing, and that is one reason why this paradigm still thrives today. At the other extreme, the security challenges posed by mobile agents were unprecedented, and the solutions often limited the very flexibility provided by this paradigm. Combined with the intrinsically higher implementation complexity and the absence of a clear, far-reaching application case, the security challenge eventually relegated mobile agents into irrelevance. As for physical mobility, security, and especially, privacy are very important challenges today. Interestingly, these issues can be cast into the "model" of our original paper by observing that the threats to privacy are generated by the location and context associated with the unit of mobility (the mobile user in this case) and the ability to control when and how they are shared with others. The tradeoff between the degree of control retained by the user and the effort necessary to exert such control is still a largely unresolved challenge, whose burden ultimately percolates to application design and therefore to software engineers.
Another angle we definitely overlooked is the importance of system concerns and algorithms. While we touched upon the importance of power management and similar issues, we also somewhat dismissed them as not essential:
Some of the work, however, reflects what one might consider short-term technological limitations that will eventually be overcome or do not enjoy universal applicability. Power consumption falls in this category. Research on energy efficient algorithms is interesting but not necessarily fundamental. It is indeed ironic that all of the authors of this paper had subsequent experience with wireless sensor networks, smartphones, and other power-constrained systems, and learned the hard way that energy constraints are essentially inescapable. Technology did not progress as we expected and, on the other hand, miniaturization continuously pushes the envelope of what one can do with only a minimal energy supply. Energy is only one of the system issues one should consider: the vagaries of wireless connectivity-the key enabler of mobile computing-is another aspect that can only partially be dismissed as a low-level issue, germane to other communities. The truth is, we believe that this attitude (which we shared at the time) is one of the reasons why mobile and pervasive computing, in all their nuances, have progressively disappeared from software engineering venues, as we further elaborate in Section 5.
GAME CHANGERS
Several aspects from the original paper did not unfold as we had foreseen for reasons that were largely unexpected. These disruptive events have in many ways dramatically changed both the perspective and direction of software engineering for mobile computing. In this section, we identify and explore the most significant of these events before turning our eyes in the next section to peer ahead once again at what may be just around the bend, including how these game changers may impact the future course of the field. Omnipresence of smart devices. In our original paper, we played down elemental aspects of the devices comprising the mobile computing space. While we foresaw the extreme miniaturization of computing elements (to the point that they would be integrated in clothing, buildings, and vehicles), our focus was on the mobility abstractions for these components. What we did not foresee at the time was the degree to which the nature of the devices themselves would influence what mobile computing ultimately entailed. In 2000, mobile computing focused largely on the physical mobility of traditional computing devices (bulky laptops and first generation PDAs). Not many predicted the explosion in smartphone penetration; in fact through the year 2005, smartphone penetration globally remained at or below 1% and, in 2005, only the Western European region exceeded this figure with a 4% penetration 2 . The smartphone markets have since exploded, with major ones tip- ping past 50% penetration 3 in 2013 and global penetration nearing 30%. While mobile tablets lag smartphones in time, the initial growth rates for tablet penetration are even steeper than the initial growth rates for smartphones. The rapid growth of these devices has resulted in an associated explosion in software tailored to these devices and a plethora of new software engineering concerns brought about by these platforms, from the need for applications to be energy-aware and energy-conserving to novel modes of humandevice interaction to the need for expressive approaches to contextand situation-awareness. Sensing on the small and cheap. Alongside this explosion in the availability of highly capable devices in ordinary users' hands came a raft of advances in the hardware technologies they embed and interact with. While our first paper did foresee the emergence and importance of miniaturized sensing [14] , a divergence from our expectations in 2000 was the degree of integration of these capabilities with everyday technology, i.e., smartphones. Significant advances in manufacturing processes for micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) have resulted in reduced costs and increased quality; today, mobile computing devices are a driving factor for the MEMS market 4 . The traditional use of MEMS in smartphones has been for accelerometers and gyroscopes, allowing detection of shakes, rotations, and navigation. However, MEMS have also become essential for supporting other types of on-device sensing (e.g., humidity and thermal sensing), improved sound and video quality, better communication performance, and increased battery lifetime. These new hardware advances demand a commensurate shift in support for integrating these new capabilities into applications, and recent research in software engineering for these spaces has shown an increased focus on handling these capabilities. Dandelion [15] , for example, connects smartphone applications to wireless body sensors through programming abstractions called senselets, while Open Data Kit Sensors [16] provides Android programming abstractions for integrating data from both sensors internal and external to the smartphone.
This miniaturization of computation, communication, and sensing also gave rise to remarkable developments in the interconnection of tiny sensing and actuating devices, dispersed in the environment. Wireless sensor networks are arguably the most prominent technology in this respect, born at approximately the same time as we were writing our original paper. Although wireless sensor networks received little attention from the software engineering community [17] , they are nowadays the cornerstone of pervasive computing at large, including recent popular trends like the Internet of Things and cyber-physical systems. The connection with mobility is provided not only by the many scenarios where sensing and actuating nodes are themselves mobile (e.g., placed on humans, animals, robots, or vehicles) but also by the scenarios where these nodes, albeit fixed in the environment, provide key information to a user's personal devices. Ubiquitous connectivity. All of these device innovations have given users the availability and expectation of ubiquitous and persistent connectivity to the Internet. Even more recently, the advent and popularity of cloud resources have connected this "always on" mentality to one of virtually unlimited remote storage and computational resources. In just a few years time, we have arrived at a point where we no longer even consider whether a resource we are using is "local" to our machine or resident in some amorphous "cloud" that we assume is persistently available. The notion of being "disconnected" from such resources has gone from a fundamental con- cern in 2000 to something that we rarely even consider. The key point is that the advent of the cloud fundamentally changed the way we think about the architectural structure of applications, enabling innovations in how we engineer systems that integrate mobile devices with the cloud and in how we engineer systems that integrate mobile devices with each other. A social world. Finally, no discussion of the game changers in mobile computing over the last decade would be complete without a mention of social networks.
In our 2000 paper, we discussed social connectivity somewhat obliquely, connecting coordination protocols with the requirement to support open mechanisms to make mobile users aware of the physical presence of others. Clearly, social networking has evolved way beyond this simple awareness, inserting itself into every facet of our mobile interactions. In the applications available today, our mobile devices use social network information to connect us to locally present friends and acquaintances. At the same time, sharing of information mainly happens through a remote server and not through ad hoc connectivity. For example, Facebook had 5 874 million monthly active users that used mobile products as of September 30, 2013 . Therefore, social connectivity is no longer concerned solely with physical contacts, but also-and, actually, predominately-with distant connections. Nonetheless, the role of location is still fundamental. Users are increasingly sharing location-aware information and data (such as geo-tagged photos) with people not co-located with them, leading to an increasing interest into geo-social systems [18] , which combine features related to social connections and geographic information.
PEERING AT THE FUTURE
This section takes the context of the game changers in the previous section and attempts, once again, to look forward, both at current and emerging trends and our expectations for the future. In today's world, mobile computing is simply a fact of our everyday lives. We use our mobile phones to access services (e.g., mass transit trip planners) and to generate content (e.g., taking photos or writing tweets). Through our mobile devices, we further generate a sort of "digital breadcrumbs," which can be exploited to build applications and systems that were unthinkable just 10 years ago. In this section, an important cross-cutting theme is the need to deal with the increasing complexity of the technological scenarios; for this reason, the middle of this section rallies around some specific emerging scenarios, highlighting their connections to traditional and fundamentally new challenges in software engineering.
Trends
Here we discuss the trends that are shaping the future of mobile computing, outlining the challenges for the software engineering community. Mobile sensing. Enabled by the sensing on the small and cheap, developments in mobile sensing have been tremendous in recent years [19] . Stemming as a natural evolution of the last decade of work in wireless sensor networks [20] and smart spaces [21] , efforts to personalize mobile sensing and bring it to commodity mobile devices are only a handful of years old [22] [23] [24] . This availability of mobile sensing capability has already engendered powerful and readily available libraries that are part of standard software development kits for common mobile platforms [25] .
Advances in mobile sensing have deep impacts and implications on software engineering, both in terms of the novel capabilities en-abled and in the complexities created. These capabilities and complexities are perhaps most obvious in the area of digital behavior intervention systems [26] . These applications "close the loop" by not only collecting data from mobile phones but also providing effective feedback to the user according to his current personal state and social context. Middleware, algorithms, and software architectures for supporting the flexible development of these context-aware and adaptive systems are emerging as interesting research challenges. This new complexity intimately intertwines novel software engineering contributions with human-computer interaction concerns, control theory, and machine learning.
Building software that integrates mobile sensing retains existing mobile software concerns, including those related to resource constraints and intermittent connectivity. However, as the capabilities of our mobile devices increase, processing power and memory are no longer critical issues. On the other hand, energy resources are still a critical concern, especially given today's energy-hungry devices with their large, high-definition screens and powerful processors. These energy concerns are rapidly creeping into the software engineering process [27, 28] .
As capable and effective as our mobile sensors are becoming, the data is often messy. Another current focus in this space, therefore, is the development of algorithms and components that help applications and their developers to process noisy data in a robust way. These approaches commonly apply machine learning algorithms, whose outputs are characterized by a degree of uncertainty. Software that incorporates this sort of result cannot be deterministic in the classic sense. This has strong implications on the software testing community, as new methods are needed that can account for these uncertainties. In this context, the recent advent of probabilistic programming [29] may hold promise. Mining of mobile "big data". Given the pervasiveness of mobile and sensing devices and the fact that these devices are almost always on, it is possible to collect vast amounts of data from and about mobile devices (and their users) in real-time [30] . Analyzing this data can give detailed information about people's behavior, either individually or collectively [31, 32] . The potential uses for this data are many, with wide reaching implications on everyday aspects of the lives of millions of people. A typical case is the use of mobile data for improving transportation [33] . Using mobile phone data, we can reconstruct and quantify social interactions in groups and communities, leading to new fields of computational social science [34] and social computing [35] . Systems for mining big data from mobile devices may play a particularly important role in developing countries, where no governmental and health infrastructures are present. In these countries, systems based on mobile phone data analysis can be used to improve basic services, such as mass transit planning [36] and disease prevention [37] .
The implications of this trend on software engineering are more open-ended and range from the emerging new needs for defining the requirements of these applications to testing such a highly decentralized system whose emergent behavior is difficult to characterize a priori. The data amount is on a scale that existing software engineering techniques have not yet tackled. The software engineering process must allow for flexible extensions as new types of data become available. Another requirement is the support for managing relations and links in data, like in the case of the Semantic Web [38] . Privacy is clearly a fundamental issue, and software design techniques must consider the problem of data privacy. One possible approach is based on the privacy-by-design principle [39] . Location, location, location. Thanks to the availability of inexpensive GPS receiver chipsets, the vast majority of today's mobile devices seamlessly enable outdoor localization. Current efforts focus on robust technologies and techniques for supporting indoor positioning [40] , enabling new classes of applications, e.g., in retail and in the assistance and care of the elderly or people with disabilities [41] . Interestingly, even applications that do not exploit location directly (e.g., games) collect location information for analyzing and/or re-selling the data for marketing and advertisement purposes. More generally, location is an essential component in almost all of today's mobile applications [42] [43] [44] , as we anticipated in our original paper.
Nevertheless, a principled approach to the design, implementation, and validation of location-aware systems is still missing. Applications must be able to deal with location values at different levels of precision (e.g., due to the quality of the GPS signal) or granularity (e.g., due hardware limitations or to intentionally protect the user's privacy). Off-loading and opportunism. As described previously, the persistent availability of the "cloud" has fundamentally changed mobile computing. While precursors to computational clouds have existed since the beginning of computing, the integration of this cloud with persistent connectivity has given rise to many opportunities in offloading, most commonly moving heavy computational loads from lightweight mobile devices to the cloud [45] [46] [47] , but also in offloading sensing tasks to a persistently connected ambient infrastructure [28] . These directions have even come full circle to offloading to opportunistically available mobile partners [48] , hearkening back to some of our original predictions regarding uses of mobile ad hoc networks. These trends are a current focus of the mobile and pervasive computing communities; we expect attention to continue focus on how to intelligently and adaptively merge local and infrastructure resources for the maximal benefit of applications. Wearable computing goes mainstream. In recent months, wearable computing has gone from a mostly niche science fiction vision to a commercial reality. Highly capable smart watches (e.g., the Samsung Galaxy Gear 6 ) are available on the market and several companies are exploring opportunities in the space, including e-textiles [49] and smart fabrics [50] . One of the most famous examples is indeed represented by Google Glass 7 , a device with an optical head-mounted display connected to the Internet and able to process natural language voice commands.
Although designing for heterogeneity has been a recurrent research theme for the software engineering community, the emergence of this new class of systems makes the need for principled techniques for development of cross-platform and cross-device software increasingly urgent. For example, there is a real need for effective Integrated Development Environment (IDE) support for the development of applications that can be seamlessly ported to different platforms and devices. Wearable computing systems push the envelope of hardware/software co-design (discussed next) as these systems must be aware of both the environment and user simultaneously. Further, the extremely limited form factor of wearable devices renders their capabilities quite constrained, emphasizing the aforementioned need for an efficient and effective balance between offloading and local computation.
Further, the context in which applications will operate is nearly impossible to completely predict a priori, in terms of connectivity, user activities, and social interactions. This poses significant challenges, especially for applications that are based on sensing and processing contextual information, such as those based on activity recognition algorithms. For these reasons, software engineers have to deal with truly open systems, which must be at the same time aware of, and robust against, the unpredictability of both the users and the environment. Blurring the boundary between hardware and software. While perhaps not specific to mobile computing, the current trend to make the distinction between software functionality and hardware functionality transparent has significant impact on the landscape of mobile computing. Increasingly, functions that were obviously in the realm of software are being pushed to (potentially specialized) hardware components. This is particularly true for computationally demanding algorithms such as those for learning and signal processing (e.g., for activity recognition). The implementation of these functionalities in hardware enables better performance in terms of power consumption and processing speed.
Exciting emerging efforts are taking advantage of these blurred lines both within mobile applications and within supporting capabilities for developing these applications. One interesting example is Consia 8 , which learns when to switch on and off sensors and radio interfaces by learning user behavior. Looking forward, applications that can creatively navigate this new and murky boundary may be able to provide richer functionality more efficiently, offering up new challenges in the space of tools and techniques to support their entire software life-cycles. Mobile first, then desktop (maybe). We are witnessing a remarkable economic (and, in a sense, cultural) change in the development process of mobile applications. Until very recently, applications were developed first for desktop computers and then "ported" to mobile devices. Now, the opposite is increasingly common; mobile applications come first and are sometimes never even followed by desktop applications. This is particularly true, obviously, for location-aware applications. Sometimes, a Web portal complements the mobile app, but it does not provide all functionalities of the mobile version, as for instance in Foursquare 9 . Further, a platform-agnostic approach to applications is being increasingly pursued, where good software engineering fundamentals enable an application's code base to be largely ignorant of the target device. This trend is particularly visible in the development of Web-based applications, where the end user may not even observe the natural, behind-the-scenes application adaptations that occur to map the Web application to the target platform or browser. HTML5, the most recent version of the standard, offers features that foster the natural integration of mobile application development, such as support for offline Web storage [51] and a Geolocation API [52] . HTML5 has also been regarded as an enabler of interoperability, as one of the major issues in mobile applications today is supporting cross-platform development [53, 54] . A market for your app. Perhaps one of the most surprising current trends is the emergence of online marketplaces (e.g., the Apple App Store, Google Play, and the Microsoft Store) for distributing mobile software. For the first time in the history of software development, single developers or small companies can access distribution infrastructures that allows them to sell (mobile) applications to millions of potential customers at the tap of a finger. This is also driving new economic models, also in relation to the pricing of applications [55] . Prices can usually be kept very low (a few dollars) given the economy of scale enabled by these online distribution platforms. Marketplaces also allow pushing updates to mobile applications in a seamless way, which enables a fast deployment cycle and a tendency to release applications that are frequently up-dated, following comments and requests of users sometimes made through the "stores" themselves. Another interesting trend is the release of free applications that provide a set of basic functionalities, which can be enhanced or expanded through a subscription, in the so-called freemium model. As these trends evolve, we can easily envision macro applications that assemble smaller components into specialized functional units (e.g., a home entertainment control center, assembled out various home automation components or a hospital service application, assembled out of multiple vendors' device-specific apps). This trend, combined with the previous one about mobile development, are essentially disrupting, once again, what we know "by-the-book" in terms of software development practices and software economics.
Challenges (and Opportunities) Ahead
The considerations in our original paper revolved around a delineation between theory and systems. Today, we see a more blurred view, where sytems and applications issues have become predominant, and models have only a supporting role, if any.
Indeed, the future of mobility will be characterized by an increasing mixing with other fields both inside computer science (e.g., machine learning, data mining, human-computer interaction) and outside of it (e.g., cognitive science, psychology, sociology). Further, as we already mentioned several times, it is likely to be dominated, once more, by the flavor of applications that will emerge. Therefore, we chose to cherry-pick some of the application scenarios that, in our opinion, are most representative of challenges and opportunities that lay ahead of us. Although these scenarios are already discussed here through a software engineering lens, in Section 4.3 we distill some more general considerations on the impact the challenges we outline here have on software engineering at large. Anticipatory computing: Using your mobile as a crystal ball. Anticipatory mobile computing [56] builds on our current capabilities to sense, model, and even predict context to construct algorithms and mechanisms that enable automated decision making processes based on these sensing and prediction capabilities. Anticipatory computing applications have long been the holy grail of mobile and pervasive computing.
As you prepare at home for your morning run before work, your smart glasses provide you with a weather forecast for the next hour. An accurate training plan is also automatically generated for you, based on your estimated performance (extracted from the logs of your previous runs and competitions in the previous month) and physical indicators collected by wearable biomedical sensors. Since the readings of the sensors show that the previous training sessions were rather stressful for you, the planner indicates a very flat running course for today's run. Since a friend of yours who lives nearby is also headed out for a run at the same time, a message is displayed in your glass, and the device asks you if you want to call him to meet and run together. Anticipatory mobile computing is not limited to personal assistants like this one but also includes visions related to smart healthcare and smart cities. Anticipatory computing scenarios are commonly used to motivate research contributions or services that generally solve a very specific piece of the puzzle, for example predicting relevant apps [57, 58] , prefetching relevant information [59] mining personal context, or context-adaptive route planning. While such application scenarios seemed like science fiction in 2000, the components are largely realized in today's landscape. The potential of the combinations have even been envisioned, for example as the cognitive phone [60] . Yet the integrated applications remain unrealized at any real scale. Anticipatory mobile computing at scale will require supporting collective sensing and prediction, further exacerbating concerns related to privacy and resource constraints. However, the trends in big data described in the previous section are a major enabler of these anticipatory applications, and we expect that this availability will continue to drive their evolution. Given the current state of the art in the supporting research, realizing anticipatory mobile computing has reached a critical stage that demands principled software engineering.
These anticipatory mobile applications must take advantage of a wide array of potentially intensely personal information, including behavior patterns and intents, emotions and moods, interpersonal relationships, etc. While much focus in mobile computing has recently promoted off-loading computation to a highly available infrastructure, enabling privacy-preserving computation may require an intelligent approach to on-loading [61] computation from surrounding and wearable sensing devices on our mobile personal ones (e.g., our smartphone), demanding a reinvestigation of the co-design of their hardware and software platforms.
Anticipatory mobile systems must integrate both on-device hardware and software capabilities with infrastructure hardware and software capabilities in a manner that is fluid, flexible, and aware of resource limitations. Many existing middleware for mobile computing focus on context-awareness and reflection as adaptationenablers. However, the needs of anticipatory mobile computing applications are well beyond the mainstream of today's software engineering visions for self-adaptation [62] . We contend that anticipatory mobile computing will be a defining disruptive technology for the engineering of software systems that dynamically adjust their architectures in response to a wide variety of context factors.
Testing anticipatory mobile computing applications demands novel approaches that function in situ based on an individual user's execution. Application function is tailored to an individual user and his context; not only some of their combinations may not have been part of the testing suite, but they may not have even been envisioned or possible during testing. Further, the true anticipatory mobile computing vision is not one of multiple siloed apps but one of a single integrated system with varied functionalities that share data, resources, and tasks and ultimately work together to provide a complete experience tailored to an individual user. From a traditional software engineering perspective, such a vision is frightening and necessitates an ecosystem with a myriad diverse players, from the device and software developers through the functionality and content distributors to the user and his data. I, Mobile: Mobile systems for robotics. The past few years have witnessed an explosion in autonomous robotics, although still either in the hands of tinkerers or in very specific (mostly industrial) applications. Given the maturing hardware and control capabilities, software now stands between these niche applications and a more wide ranging vision of mobile robotics systems.
As the site supervisor for a busy urban construction site arrives in the morning, one of the site's fleet of quadcopters delivers his morning cup of coffee (without spilling it!), which he drinks as he reviews the project's progress on his smartphone. The quadcopter is quickly summoned away, however, as it is needed to provide aerial views as a crane is shifted from one location to another. Quadcopters also coordinate with each other, with sensors embedded on the site, and with devices carried by workers to determine where, when, and how to safely deliver materials exactly when needed. The quadcopters dynamically form teams as the tasks demand; a single quadcopter can deliver small items (e.g., a cup of coffee, a handheld tool), while multiple quadcopters have to work together and with a human team to deliver palettes of material. This scenario may be a bit sci-fi, but while we were writing this paper both Amazon and Deutsche Post announced their tests and plans for package deliveries supported by quadcopter drones. Automation, almost entirely in the form of autonomous robots, is changing the way we live and work. It is likely that, over the next few decades, mobile robots will take over many tasks commonly performed by humans, from the mundane to the more intellectually taxing [63] . Fundamental research is already in place to support this, from the sophisticated hardware [64] to algorithms for control and coordination of individual robots [65] and groups of robots [66] . Today's solutions and demonstrations, however, are almost entirely custom built, while the revolution that we anticipate will require general-purpose components and approaches that enable rapid development and assembly of complete systems. Further, while the fundamentals in artificial intelligence that underpin many robotic coordination and control algorithms can be very sophisticated and are often successfully demonstrated in simulation using large number of autonomous components [67] , moving these same algorithms into real robotic systems brings significant additional constraints, which result in severely constrained implementations [68] .
Just as software engineers of the future will need to be able to target applications to the smart personal mobile devices described in the previous section, they will also need to be able to build software that can control fleets of robotic systems. Enabling the development of these novel applications will require new tools and techniques supporting the complexity arising in this domain.
Coordination is clearly a basic necessity of robotic systems, both internally, as the robots coordinate with each other, and externally, as the robots coordinate with humans. The former was a key focus of our vision in 2000:
Coordination is concerned primarily with the mechanisms (usually supplied by the middleware or the operating system) needed to discover who is around, to exchange information, to synchronize actions, etc. This is why the manner in which mobile components interact with each other becomes an important differentiating feature among systems that support mobility. Algorithms for control of fleets of mobile robots have received significant attention over the last decade, but these efforts have not, to date, resulted in primitives for more general purpose programming of coordination activities. Coordination of robots with humans is also gaining attention; this coordination must go beyond simple game console-style remote control to include natural and intuitive interactions [69] , again in ways that are simple to integrate into a system design.
Enabling these more complex forms of coordination also requires better representations of the various aspects of the state of the world and the ability to adequately share these states among the coordinating partners. This challenge is in fact exacerbated when considering the integration of a human in the loop; the human may make assumptions about the state of the world that the robot could invalidate, given the proper abstractions to communicate its accumulated knowledge about both the state of the environment and its own internal state [69] . Indeed, another emerging trend is represented by autonomous vehicles, such as Google self-driving cars [70] , which constitute a new class of self-adaptive systems that interact in unknown environments with high degree of uncertainty and, at the same time, with very strict safety requirements.
Finally, it is well-known that verifying and validating these complex and interoperating robotics and, more in general, autonomous systems in simulation or even in controlled environments is not at all reflective of their performance "in the wild." The unexpected and unpredictable situations that will arise require both developing for uncertainty and being able to learn about the correctness of the implementation in situ. In the former case, the software (and to a more limited extent, the hardware) present on these systems must be able to self-organize and adapt to changing conditions with a degree of flexibility that existing self-adaptive middleware do not support. Recent work has headed in this direction [71] , but, again, these efforts opt for making a very specific application work instead of investigating the design primitives and programming constructs that will be needed to support robotic adaptation in general. Neural interfaces: Your mobile and your brain get together. Recent advances have enabled brain-controlled prosthetic limbs, i.e., neural prosthetics [72] , related to the previous scenario. However, more recent visions of neural interfaces go even further.
During the morning lesson at a primary school, an eight year old boy sits quietly with his smart tablet at his desk. His severe autism prevents him from interacting with his peers and his teacher through traditional means. An inconspicuous set of dry electrodes embedded in a headband the boy wears captures EEG signals that allow him to interact with his tablet; apps on the tablet help him form relevant conversations, and he can respond to the teacher's questions to the class and his friends' social interactions in real time. During a particularly frenzied and active lesson, the teacher receives a quiet notification on her personal device that the boy's level of frustration is rapidly rising, allowing her to naturally intervene before he loses attention or his frustration turns into an outburst disrupting learning. Brain Computer Interfaces (BCI) are gaining attention in a wide variety of domains, from providing communication aid for autistic people [73] , to monitoring and managing an individual's cognitive load, especially in the context of dangerous working conditions [74] . In both cases, the goal is enabling behavioral intervention or augmentation, using a variety of computational modalities available, though most often through "smart" devices. As "far out" as these examples may sound, the technology exists to support them. For example, using the NeuroPhone and a non-intrusive cap made of dry electrodes, a user can "think" a smart phone through the dialing process [75] ; a similar cap can differentiate a wearer's emotional responses [76] .
A major challenge in BCI is that the desire to perform nonintrusive neural monitoring (for obvious reasons) results in very low quality and low bit rate information. These signals must therefore be aggregated and fused with other context that characterizes the state of the user and the environment before using it to influence an application's behavior. Middleware constructs are necessary to support this acquisition and aggregation, which will span multiple devices, both human-borne and embedded in the environment. Perhaps more importantly, middleware must also offer constructs that enable an application to internalize the quality of acquired data and to tailor its responses based on the relative quality of the information.
Cleanly and clearly specifying such systems that intertwine the brain and mobile devices is not straightforward. Existing assets in the software engineering toolkit are not prepared to deal with the predominance of the non-functional requirements in these situations nor the fuzziness of requirements that this integral human element entails. That is, even when a system has an obvious and easily stated "goal," exactly stating or identifying "correct" or "incorrect" behavior may be, at best, subjective, and at worst, impossible. The theme of "fuzziness" continues in the verification and validation of these systems. Again, in situ approaches must prevail, but the validation of a system that is so dominated by non-functional requirements must itself tolerate fuzzy results. Validation approaches here, then, must match in nature to the specifications of these systems. The future of (mobile) privacy. Privacy is a key element of the design of any mobile system. Indeed, mobile applications increasingly collect, store, and share highly personal information. In fact, as discussed above, the recent progress in mobile sensing has enabled new applications that we can define as people-centric [30] , i.e., built around the daily life of people. Most of today's applications collect privacy-sensitive information, in particular location information [77] . Another issue is related to the fact that, increasingly, sensed data are used to extract information about the future behaviour and context of the users (such as future location) through machine learning algorithms. Privacy issues are not just related to the data itself, but also to the additional information that can be extracted from it [32] . Additional concerns are related to the visualisation and sharing of this privacy-sensitive information.
After cycling to your office, you sit at your desk. The wall on your right displays information related to your calorie consumption and your carbon footprint, collected by your phone and other wearable devices. Information about your average heart rate and other health indicators are also shown. When one of your colleagues enters the room, the data items related to your physical activity are automatically removed from the wall since they are considered privacy sensitive. Instead, the information about your carbon footprint is displayed against that of your colleague (who came to the office by car) in order to try to "nudge" his behavior. Your activity data (in anonymized form) is also sent to a department of your company that tries to understand the transportation patterns of the employees to implement a series of green policies. We believe that the aspects related to the definition of requirements, design and testing of privacy-preserving mobile systems should become a major area of investigation for the software engineering community in the next years. Various approaches can be taken, such as embracing a privacy-by-design philosophy [39] . We think that an in-depth investigation of the principles at the basis of these methodologies should be undertaken by our community, given the fact privacy is a core issue in many mobile applications, whose presence permeates through the entire development process. For example, there is a need to formalize privacy requirements by considering the trade-offs between user privacy and the need to collect and mine the sensed data. Moreover, explicit tracking of privacy information exposure is increasingly considered a fundamental aspect that should be guaranteed in the design of mobile systems [78] . The problem is even more complex when concerns related to differential privacy (i.e., the possibility of using auxiliary sources for compromising the privacy of people) [79] are taken into consideration. For example, differential privacy issues emerge in the design of back-end systems that merge data collected from the mobile devices and the cellular and WiFi infrastructure with other databases. A typical example is the cross-correlation between location information and geographic databases, which, for instance, can be used to infer a person's political or religious orientation.
Another key concern is related to the design of systems that are privacy-preserving (and secure) but at the same time usable [80] . Dealing with this additional trade-off will be increasingly important as devices are more and more seamlessly integrated in smart spaces and pervasive infrastructures [81] [82] [83] [84] . The Disappearing Computer-this time for real. Mark Weiser starts his article "The Computer for the 21 st Century" [85] with the famous sentences:
The most profound technologies are those that disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it. The next step for mobile computing will probably be the disappearance of mobile devices as we know them. Devices will likely still identify us and allow us to connect to the Internet infrastructure but their form will be entirely different. There will be an increasing integration and interaction with the pervasive infrastructure around us, accompanied by increasing use of shared displays, smart environments, and other ambient computing solutions.
You are preparing to go out to work in the morning. You cannot find your personal universal identifier anywhere. Then, you spot a small object under the chair. "Found!" you think, as you collect it and put it in your pocket. And you think that maybe you should get the bracelet version instead next time. If you lose it again, it would be very complicated. It would be impossible to access any of your devices, wearables and screens at the bus stop, at work or at the gym. So what about the software engineering challenges for the disappearing computer? We believe that they will be related to the increasing distribution, heterogeneity, scale, interoperability, or, in a word, complexity of the existing solutions. The computer will not really disappear and in reality will fragment into a collection of pervasive computing units that will rely on seamless coordination and communication. Lightweight programming abstractions enabling impromptu interaction among this plethora of devices will be fundamental. At the lower level, interoperability is a major ordeal that will have to be overcome either through standardized interfaces or the emergence of a mainstream, dominating solution. Robustness and failure tolerance will be, as in the past, key elements of these future computing systems in our opinion, combined with the aforementioned privacy challenges.
Impact on Software Engineering
The trends and challenges induced by mobile computing necessarily disrupt traditional views of software engineering. A significant portion of today's software systems have some element of mobility, ubiquity, or sensing; many applications combine all three. To truly address the inherent challenges that these new paradigms bring, software engineering must, in many ways, reinvent itself to follow (and lead) lest principled software engineering be relegated to irrelevance in the future computing ecosystem. Requirements and Specification. While our existing tools and techniques for capturing and expressing artefacts in the early stages of the software engineering lifecycle should still largely apply, they must be augmented with new considerations. For instance, considering the domains described above, it is clear that purely deterministic specifications no longer apply. Humans are such an integral piece of these systems that the requirements and specifications must incorporate a significant degree of "fuzziness" while retaining strong semantic meaning. For similar reasons, in many instances, non-functional requirements may become predominant.
Traditionally "low-level" concerns will also creep into the requirements and specifications process. Already there in today's processes is security. The rise of inexpensive and pervasive sensing requires the ability to enable applications to provide flexible specifications of their dependence on sensor data and the manner in which that sensor data (ideally, when available) is connected to both functional and non-functional system requirements. As we described in Section 2.3, device and other physical resource constraints (most specifically, energy) have become primary concerns. We must be able to easily specify the desired (and achievable) relationships between application behavior and energy concerns or device lifetimes. Design. While we posited in 2000 that disconnected operation would be a key design element, the availability of ubiquitous connectivity has changed this perspective to one of how best to leverage available connected resources given resource constraints. With respect to software engineering, this demands patterns and architectures that capture common approaches and best practices to address these concerns within applications. Similarly, differently capable devices and target environments force software engineers to consider, at design time, uniform application capabilities across platforms and unified user experiences across devices. Coordination is still a relevant topic for our community, but the focus has shifted over the last decade to more practical considerations driven by application-level protocols. The emerging trends described above emphasize a lack of general-purpose inter-and intraapplication coordination; future software engineering design tools must support flexible, expressive, and context-aware coordination. Another fundamental question for the software engineering community is a deep analysis of the processes currently adopted by major software companies, such as Google, Apple, and the like, and smaller ones, including startups, which are not completely consistent with the traditional practices still taught in our University courses. We believe that an in-depth reflection on these perspectives should be undertaken by researchers working in this area. Implementation. One piece of our original vision still holds strongly: middleware support will be critical to realizing mobile applications. Showing some similarity, the concept of a "platform ecosystem" is emerging, and, in the end, in a sense, the iOS and Android platforms, and some associated toolkits provide limited middleware-like capabilities, e.g., specifically w.r.t. supporting access to on-board sensors. Following this lead, and supporting the trends described above, middleware for mobile computing must emphasize support not only for communication and coordination but also for sensing. This must go beyond the current toolkit capabilities of accessing the device's sensors to connecting to locationdependent resources available in the immediate environment. Future systems will also provide high-level information extracted from the context, such as the current activity of a person or his/her friends. Middleware is also important in its ability to aid developers in creating software for multiple platforms without having to maintain multiple parallel native versions. This dovetails with the above motivation to unify the requirements and specifications of applications and users' experiences across platforms and devices. Verification and Validation. Testing mobile computing systems and applications in one sense has not changed at all in the past decade and in another sense is radically different. The pervasiveness of mobile applications, especially in mission critical deploy-ments, still demands rigorous approaches to verification and validation, and, at the unit level, these efforts may be well supported by existing tools and techniques. However, at the integrated level, we have entered an entirely new realm of software verification. Mobile applications and systems of tomorrow will almost certainly encounter situations "in the wild" that were simply unforeseeable, whether because the human is unpredictable, unexpected sensed values are input, or the application component encounters and coordinates with new components that were not even conceived of when the system was constructed. This is even more true as we consider wearable or implantable devices; no two human bodies or environments are identical, so accounting for every possible deployment without actually deploying the software is impossible. We must develop testing approaches that provide the ability to test (and ideally fix) mobile software in situ based on an individual execution. These test results must also be shared and applied to other (running) instances of the same (or similar) software.
As the requirements of these systems become "fuzzy" as described above, checking correctness in a traditional sense may not even be possible, or desirable; we touched on this previously in discussing that, in many emerging mobile computing domains, it may be impossible to even clearly identify "correct" behavior objectively. This is not to say that these systems are untestable, but our tools and techniques need new semantics that still enable reasoning about the desired function of the mobile system. Maintenance and Deployment. Deployment of mobile applications in the future is likely to be driven by app stores, which enable software developers to make their software rapidly and widely available. This is a boon in lowering the barrier to enter the software market, but it exacerbates at least the previous discussion in verifying software systems since it is difficult to guarantee the quality of the software in this distribution model. While the software may be "safe" (and validated as such by the app store owner), it may not perform as expected or have available the necessary resources (e.g., in terms of physical device capabilities or in terms of data or sensor information).
Sensing capabilities on a user's device are one thing, but another challenge is managing a vision of "smart spaces" in which a plethora of sensing devices is dispersed in our environments. We need generalized support to deploying and maintaining these capabilities; these issues connect to the middleware concerns above that will enable the myriad applications and mobile devices to access these sensors and their data.
While we generally think in terms of individual apps, we could also envision macro-applications that can effectively self-assemble out of components; when a different set of components comes together, different functionality or different quality is enabled. This demands the development of pluggable frameworks that can support these dynamic and unpredictable component connections.
Even as we discuss these issues along the traditional lines of the software engineering lifecycle, it becomes clear that the lines are ever more blurred when one considers the domain of mobile computing. Siloed views of "areas" within software engineering may need to be reconsidered or at least punctured to allow for these concerns to seep from maintenance and deployment to middleware or from design to verification in untraditional ways.
IS THE COMMUNITY INTERESTED?
We close our time travel in the past and the future of software engineering for mobility by asking ourselves an important question: is mobility as a topic still able to capture the interest of the software engineering community? As we previously mentioned, mobility was definitely a popular topic when we wrote our original paper. Nevertheless, when writing this paper we all shared the same impression that the topic had somehow faded away.
Without the pretence to be exhaustive, here we offer a few quantitative facts based on a simple analysis of the papers 10 
(ESEC).
We determine the presence of mobility as a topic by counting the number of papers whose title contains the string "mobil", thus accounting for both "mobile" and "mobility". We focused only on the paper title because the dataset does not contain abstracts for all papers. Table 2 shows the results. This analysis, albeit simple and with its own limitations, appears to confirm our aforementioned impression. Mobility was essentially unmentioned before 1995. However, it then rapidly surged in popularity, reaching a peak in the period 1998-2003: our paper was published in the middle of this "golden period". After 2003, mobility became significantly less present in these venues, both in absolute (i.e., number of papers) and relative terms.
There are a number of potential explanations for this observation. In part, this can be ascribed to the fact that, as mentioned in Section 2.3, the research community at large lost interest in logical mobility. Digging into the dataset confirms that, after 2003, "mobile" papers focusing on logical mobility are quite rare. Nevertheless, this alone cannot explain the dwindling numbers. After all, the iPhone was released in 2007, and the rise of ubiquitous connectivity began even before that.
One could conclude that, for whatever reason, the software engineering community has not been really engaged in what may well be one of the turning points of information technology. To add to the negativity of this remark, we also note that mobility is not the only casualty of this attitude. Other related topics that flourished over the last decade (e.g., pervasive computing, wireless sensor networks) had an even more sparse presence at flagship software engineering venues 11 . We do not know why the software engineering community did not take a more active part in these research topics. We speculate that this may be due to the fact that many of the inher- 10 Many thanks to Carlo Ghezzi and Mario Sangiorgio for making the raw publication data available to us. ent challenges in these fields entail low-level system issues, which our community has a tendency to sweep under the rug of some layer of abstraction-as we ourselves did, as noted in Section 2.3. A possible confirmation for this consideration can be found by analyzing the presence of papers concerned with middleware, a topic that is arguably at the crossroads of software engineering and systems research and that constitutes one of the main challenges in mobility as well, as noted earlier. A search for "middleware" returns 18 entries in the 6-year period 2001-2006, and only 4 entries in 2007-2012. This significant reduction could be attributed to the software engineering community losing interest in these topics but also to the desire of software engineering researchers to publish into the flagship venues specific to these topics. We do not have enough elements to concretely support either hypothesis. The bottomline, however, is that the flagship software engineering venues are increasingly losing contact not only with mobility, but also with other system-oriented topics that are thriving in computing at large. On the other hand, it is also possible that the analysis above tells only one part of the story and that we may actually be on the verge of a new golden period for mobility. Table 3 shows, for the same venues, a "zoomed in" view of the last 3-year period, considering additional keywords related to smartphone devices. Two observations can be made. First, after two years (2010 and 2011) in which mobility essentially disappeared from the radar of software engineering, in 2012 alone there were a total of 9 papers related to mobility topics, which is more than in each of the two preceding 3-year periods. Second, the two additional keywords we considered, "phone" and "Android", both appeared for the first time 12 in 2012. Of course, it would be a stretch to extrapolate a long-term trend based on such a small sample. Despite the obvious limited statistical significance, this data points to the fact that some emphasis on mobility is returning, although mostly constrained to the devices themselves, rather than their distributed interaction.
Only time will tell if these are signs of a renewed interest of the software engineering community for the mobility topic, or instead nothing more than outliers. Given the challenges and scenarios we outlined, our hopes are on the former: the stakes are simply too high for the software engineering community to ignore the game.
CONCLUSIONS
The rate of change in mobile computing and communications is unlikely to slow down. Therefore, nowadays, making predictions about the future of this area is even more difficult. Nevertheless, the lessons learned by examining retrospectively why forecasts missed the mark might provide valuable insights in terms of factors that must be given increased significance in the future agenda of the research community. In an interconnected world and at a time in history when we recognize the importance of multidisciplinary approaches in solving complex problems, we should not be surprised by the tight integration of technology, business, social, and psy-chological concerns that seems to characterize mobility as a field of study. The real question is how will the software engineering community become a major player in this exciting field.
